
Request for Proposal and Cost
Estimate

hernan@trainingng.com

Purpose
• Establish a long term relationship with a PHP/SQL/Linux literate programmer, 

preferably who has worked on LMSs before.  To solicit any expert advice on the 
development of this project in the long term.

• Request proposal for LMS development.

Background
• This is to create an LMS that is aviation centric, which has slightly different 

requirements than any other commercial LMS, albeit simpler in many ways.  Since the 
LMS is highly specialized and is not general purpose, it has nowhere near the number 
of requisites found on ordinary LMSs.  Most administrator functions can be done via 
command line, or manual processes, instead of having to code elaborate GUIs.  For 
example, database backups can be done via MySQL commandline database dumps 
and backups can be done via rsync.    

Key Functionality Overview
These are not requirements.  Contract programmer may make recommendations that could 
shape requirements.

 1 Administrative
 1.1  A long term relationship is desired to make upgrades and maintenance code 

upgrades as needed.
 1.2  Freelance / part-time / small business programmer desired.
 1.3  United States programmer is desired.  Proximity to San Antonio, TX is highly 

desired.  Must speak and write English well.
 1.4  Must be royalty free source code completely owned by company.
 1.5  Contract developer will explain code to novice programmer as needed.  

 2 General
 2.1  Written in PHP using open source platforms (Linux, PHP, Apache, MySQL (or 

similar)).  No commercial platforms should be used (e.g. Microsoft SQL Server, 
Microsoft Windows, RedHat Linux).

 2.2  Must be able to scale (in the future) to accommodate 50+ simultaneous users on 
a corresponding hardware platform as needed.  Initially only 1-2 users are 
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expected simultaneously accessing content as a student.  System should be easy
to migrate onto various server platforms to take advantage of virtualization and 
additional RAM/HDD space/CPUs (e.g. Google Compute cloud, Amazon cloud, or
ideally self-hosted).

 2.3  System should have high up-time reliability because of the potential "at any time" 
demand of customer.  Planned down time should permit users/customers to still 
access the LMS 365 days a year, but not necessarily to a 99.9 or 99.99 uptime 
specification.

 2.3.1 Consideration should be given to future scalability such as hosting on 
decentralized servers and achieving resiliency from a single point of 
failure.

 2.4  Code must be commented and explained to novice programmer.  Code may be 
modified superficially by company owner.  Code management is optional but code
should not be released to third party company.  Self-hosted code management is 
preferred.

 2.5  Sections of LMS to be accessed by LMS Administrator may utilize processes 
based on command line functions or via primitive GUI (assume high computer 
literacy).  The customer interface should be simple, reliable, but have support so 
that I can use CSS/HTML to make it polished.  Admin GUIs and processes need 
only to be "functional".

 2.6  Sections of LMS to be accessed by customers (students or managers) must 
utilize simple GUIs (assume computer illiterate).

 2.6.1 Must function on popular browsers, popular mobile platforms (e.g. be 
responsive) within reason (e.g. Internet Explorer bugs do not need to be 
considered) by adhering to HTML/CSS standards.

 2.6.1.1 Must adapt to small displays (cell phones), high-DPI displays, and 
low bandwidth.  

 2.7  Long Term Support/Future-proofing:  HTML5/CSS may be used but complex 
frameworks should be avoided.  Long term support, ease of making code 
changes by novice programmer is paramount.  Code should be targeted to still 
function 15 yrs from now with minimal or no changes.  

 2.8  Should use HTTPS web interface.  Administrator frontend/backend may be 
accessed via HTTPS, SSH command line, or FTP.

 2.9  LMS should be lightweight so that it works on intermittent or slow connections 
(e.g. cellular) without needing to load libraries from external sources (e.g. Google 
Fonts).

 2.10  Payment Processing.  Customer should be able to pay with credit card at a 
minimum.  Other payment solutions are desired based on cost.

 2.11  Potential (new) customers may browse a menu of available courses with prices.  
They are presented with a means of registering as a new customer then directed 
to a payment portal (e.g. credit card processing).  During this process, they are 
buy courses ad-hoc but they are told to contact TrainingNG to set up training 
paths, curriculums, courses, and specific lessons.

 2.12  Reports should be printable on letter sized paper.  HTML (e.g. HTML tables) or 
PDFs may be used.  Monospace font text reports are permissible.  
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 2.12.1 Administrator is able to modify any grades/completion variables from a 
report interface (e.g. Training Reports sections).

 3 LMS
 3.1  LMS Administrator must be able to define re-usable templates:  Paths --> 

Curriculums --> Courses --> Lessons.  Paths, Curriculums, Courses are meta-
data expressions to group SCORM lessons in a manner digestible to customers.
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 3.1.1 Lessons are the lowest level units.  
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Curriculum:  “Initial” 

“Pilot A” Path

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Lesson “B”

Lesson “C”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “D”

Course:  “3rd Course”

Lesson “E”

Lesson “F”

Curriculum:  “Recurrent” 

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Lesson “B”

Lesson “C”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “D”

1 yr

Curriculum:  “Recurrent” 

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Lesson “B”

Lesson “C”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “D”

Course:  “3rd Course”

Lesson “E”

Lesson “F”

1 yr

2 yrs

2 
yr

Curriculum:  “Initial” 

“Pilot B” Path

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “C”

Course:  “3rd Course”

Lesson “D”

Lesson “E”

Curriculum:  “Recurrent” 

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “C”

1 yr

Curriculum:  “Recurrent” 

Course:  “1st Course”

Lesson “A”

Course:  “2nd Course”

Lesson “C”

Course:  “3rd Course”

Lesson “D”

Lesson “E”

1 yr

2 yrs

2 
yr



 3.1.1.1 These are usually SCORM modules that report "complete", 
"incomplete", or grades (if lesson is a SCORM quiz).

 3.1.1.2 Each lesson is assigned a unique alphanumeric ID serial number 
by the lesson author.  This may be reliably leveraged by the LMS.

 3.1.1.3 Lessons are typically smaller than 128mb .zip files.  LMS may 
decompress the SCORM package and store it as needed.

 3.1.1.4 Lessons may be uploaded to server using any secure means (e.g. 
SSH).

 3.1.1.5 A lesson update in place should reflect in all other places that 
lesson is used.

 3.1.1.6 Individual lessons must have the option of requiring a 'minimum 
user time spent on lesson' (if selected by Administrator).  Some 
type of timer function must be implemented that informs the user 
of time requirement remaining and prevents the lesson from being 
"complete" until that timer runs out.

 3.1.1.7 Lesson web container should support customer branding.
 3.1.2 Courses are a grouping of related lessons.

 3.1.2.1 The course will be configurable by the administrator to specify the 
number of lessons, lesson titles, and lesson accomplishment 
condition (e.g. SCORM module reporting "complete").  

 3.1.2.2 Course templates should be responsive to customer branding.
 3.1.2.3 Course web page layout should be easily customizable by 

TrainingNG.  This can be as simple as TrainingNG modifying the 
PHP source code page rendering code.

 3.1.2.4 Course pages will display different information depending on user 
role (student, training manager, administrator).

 3.1.2.5 The course will offer a certificate when all its contents have been 
accomplished, if configured by administrator.

 3.1.2.6 Each customer may have a different lesson collection within their 
course.  (e.g. company specific lessons).

 3.1.3 Curriculums are a series of courses grouped together.  When a 
curriculum is completed, a certificate is offered.

 3.1.3.1 In aviation, there are two basic curriculums:  "Initial" and 
"Recurrent".  "Initial" is done one time, when an employee joins the
company.  "Recurrent" is done yearly.  Some courses are repeated
yearly, some are repeated at a larger interval (e.g. every 2 yrs).

 3.1.3.2 Lessons may be offered ad-hoc, outside of a course, curriculum or
path.

 3.1.4 A Path is a grouping of curriculums completed at a set interval.  
 3.1.4.1 For example:  A path for "Pilot A" may separate curriculums by 1 yr

(Administrator defined).  Some courses may re-occur at different 
intervals (e.g. "3rd course" happens every 2 years and occurs 
during the curriculums "Initial" and "Recurrent".

 3.1.4.2 If a customer has purchased individual lessons or courses in the 
past and has not asked the administrator to configure a path or 
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curriculums for them, the LMS will integrate all past activities into a
newly created Path or Curriculum.  

 3.1.5 In general, all objects should be capable of being wrapped into workflows
with 

 3.1.6 If a lesson (SCORM object) is used in various places, changes to the 
main lesson updates all instances across all paths, curriculums, courses.

 3.1.7 SCORM lessons are provided to the LMS in ZIP files (with manifest file, 
already compatible with any LMS).

 3.1.8 LMS Administrator will upload updated lessons to LMS.  This can be 
accomplished via primitive GUI or command line.

 3.2  GUI is semi-hard coded to provide a common experience for the customer that is 
simple and doesn't change from year to year.

 3.2.1 LMS Administrator should be able to provide limited GUI customizations 
to end user.  (e.g. ability to include HTML text paragraphs, images, 
hyperlinks).  A WYSIWYG GUI is not needed for Administrator - PHP 
code can be edited directly or other HTML sources edited directly by 
Admin.

 3.2.2 Should support customer branding (company name and logos in GUI and
certificates).

 3.3  System Alerts
 3.3.1 In general, system should allow events, triggers, or other situations to 

generate alerts in various forms.  
 3.3.2 Alerts are by e-mail sent to customer (training mangers, students) and 

TrainingNG.
 3.3.3 System sends reminder and enrollment emails to user, other email 

addresses.
 3.3.4 All alerts should be configured to allow 1 or more email addresses (e.g. a

company may have more than 1 training manager, or other company 
personnel).  

 3.3.5 Each alert should have content configurable by the LMS admin.  (e.g. a 
matriculation email has a custom message, custom email subject line).

 3.3.5.1 System should allow LMS admin to write alert messages in some 
sort of meta-language that permits HTML markup combined with 
introduction of system variables such as (%student_first_name% 
and %course_name%, etc.).  Message content are stored in a text
file for easy access.

 3.4  User Interface
 3.4.1 User is able to immediately see Paths, Curriculums, Courses, and 

Lessons available to them.
 3.4.1.1 Presents "base month" and "grace" month windows.

 3.4.2 Shows a history of past lessons taken.  Allows user to view currently 
enrolled in classes but not expired classes (e.g. current year's curriculum 
vs. last years based on "grace month").  

 3.4.3 Provides a student Training Report showing all past accomplishments.
 3.5  Training Manager Interface
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 3.5.1 The Training Manager Main Page provides all subfunctions listed below.  
In addition, shows a dashboard of critical items such as unpaid balances 
with link to the payment portal, list of current events such as students 
who have completed training, students who are overdue, and students 
that are in their training windows.  Essentially it should catch the Training 
Manager's attention for anything important.

 3.5.1.1 Alerts the TM if any student has an upcoming event but they have 
not paid their subscription cost.  Deferred payment option is made 
available which requires the LMS Admin to approve it (e.g. 
customer pays by mailed check or bank-to-bank transfer).  A 
training certificate is not made available to the student or 
respective TMs (customer) until that balance is paid for, but a 
summary of completion is provided indicating completion.  
Certificates may indicate a completion date that occurred in the 
past allowing for significantly delayed payments.

 3.5.2 All Training Manager pages are tailored for the customer's operation.  
Customers can be 1 or 2 levels deep (possibly more).  A customer with 2 
levels of depth includes an overall management company (Level 1) which
has full visibility and authority over any sub-companies (Level 2).  If the 
management company Training Manager logs in, they see all their sub-
companies but if a sub-company Training Manager logs in, they only see 
assets of the sub-company without visibility of the parent company's 
assets.  

 3.5.3 Provides a Customer Profile for customer to maintain vital information:  
company name, company mailing address, company points of contact, 
phone numbers, email addresses, sub-company affiliations (e.g. doing-
business-as arrangements, management company), and alerts control 
panel.

 3.5.4 Invoice History page provides receipts for all paid, unpaid, and historical 
transactions.

 3.5.4.1 Shows active subscriptions.  
 3.5.4.2 Provides a page which can be printed.  
 3.5.4.3 Allows customer to make a payment immediately or request a 

deferred billing date (play now, pay later).  Deferred billing requires
LMS Administrator authorization to unlock.

 3.5.5 Student Enrollment page.
 3.5.5.1 Allows the Training Manager (TM) to create a new student under 

their company or a sub-company.
 3.5.5.2 All student information is entered:  first name, last name, email 

address.
 3.5.5.3 Allows the TM to designate a "base month" with grace month 

eligibility windows.
 3.5.5.4 Allows the TM to select an LMS pre-defined "Path" assignment to 

the student.  More than one path may be assigned with 
independent base months.
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 3.5.5.5 Once paths are selected, LMS provides a cost via a Payment 
Portal (immediate credit card payment through PayPal or other CC
processor).  Or, allows a deferred payment option pending 
authorization by LMS Administrator.  Student is not admitted to the
selected Paths, Curriculums, Courses, Lessons until the LMS 
Administrator manually allows for a deferred payment.  Re-directs 
to an Invoice History page.

 3.5.6 Training Records provides the customer (company Training Manager) the
ability to inspect all students, their assigned Paths, Curriculums, Courses,
and Lessons, with corresponding printable certificates.

 3.5.6.1 TM may view students assigned as selected by main company, or 
sub-company (one company may manage several different air 
carrier companies).  The main management company requires 
oversight of all sub-companies.  Each sub-company must only 
have access to their individual company, not the parent company's
records.

 3.6  LMS Administrator Interface.  Allows the admin to modify anything.
 3.6.1 Path Management functions.

 3.6.1.1 Shows all available training paths and allows editing through 
simple GUI or command line.

 3.6.2 Curriculum management.
 3.6.2.1 Editing via GUI or command line.
 3.6.2.2 Add/remove/modify courses.

 3.6.3 Course management.
 3.6.3.1 Editing via GUI or command line.
 3.6.3.2 Add/remove/modify assigned lessons.

 3.6.4 Lesson management.
 3.6.4.1 Editing via GUI or command line.
 3.6.4.2 Uploading of SCORM modules.

 3.6.5 LMS Administration.
 3.6.5.1 Trigger backup functions.

 3.6.6 Student Management.  
 3.6.6.1 Admin can add students, de-activate students, matriculate 

students into paths, curriculums, courses.  
 3.6.7 Customer Management.

 3.6.7.1 Admin can approve deferred payments for immediate enrollment.  
Final certificates are withheld until customer makes payment (but 
will date certificate for actual student accomplishment date 
regardless of payment date).

 3.6.7.2 Allows all editing and override of any customer details.
 3.6.8 Invoice Management.

 3.6.8.1 View auto-generated invoices resulting from TM matriculation of 
students into paths, curriculums, courses.

 3.6.8.2 Allows Admin to generate invoices ad-hoc.
 3.6.8.3 Shows overdue invoices.
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 3.6.8.4 Shows deferred payments.
 3.6.8.5 Shows deferred payment requests.

 3.6.9 Training Records Management.
 3.6.9.1 Has the same functionality as a TM except that every company's 

student records may be accessed.
 3.6.9.2 Allows changing of any record items.  E.g. admin can set a 

student's record to complete on a certain date.  Allows creation of 
certificates manually.

 3.6.10 Accounting Functions.
 3.6.10.1 Provides export of all financial records.
 3.6.10.2 Provides yearly report of collections for tax purposes.

 3.6.11 Storefront Administration.
 3.6.11.1 Administrator configures default costs for each course, curriculum,

or learning path.
 3.6.11.2 Administrator may change any price in established courses, 

curriculums, or learning paths.
 3.6.11.3 Administrator can change prices at the granularity level of per 

customer (primary company), sub-company, year in effect, or 
special price.  Some customers are offered different prices.  

 3.6.11.4 Administrator needs a simple (but primitive) GUI to quickly see all 
current customer pricings, defaults, and controls for overriding or 
modifying any price for any object as either a one time change or 
for all future instances.

 4 Content
 4.1  Support for simple "learning paths".
 4.2  Support for courses / lessons.
 4.3  Use SCORM lessons supporting complete/incomplete flags.
 4.4  Support SCORM (where last left off function).
 4.5  Permit a "minimum time required on lesson" feature (countdown timer).
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